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Once it was a time, very good time, 
The monkey chewed tobacco and he spit white lime.

B’Rabby and B’Bouki were always seen together. On this day, neither one of them could find any
food. Even the fish failed to bite. B’Rabby and B’Bouki sighed. 

Then, off in the distance, B’Rabby saw B’Cow. He snuck away from B’Bouki, grinned, and said to
B’Cow, “Hopen, Kabendye, Hopen!” When these words were spoken, the bottom of B’Cow opened
up and B’Rabby walked inside B’Cow. With his knife, B’Rabby cut some meat from there, and
placed it in his pan. When he had enough meat, he walked out of B’Cow as if nothing had
happened. B’Cow was still alive and well.

B’Rabby walked past B’Bouki with that huge pile of meat. B’Bouki said, “Where did you get all that
meat? You must tell!” B’Rabby pointed at B’Cow. “You need to say, ‘Hopen, Kabendye, Hopen!’
Make sure you don’t cut too much meat. Don’t cut too close to the organs or B’Cow will die.”

B’Bouki headed to B’Cow and said, “Hopen, Kabendye, Hopen!” The bottom of B’Cow opened up
and B’Bouki walked inside B’Cow.
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B’Rabby, B’Bouki, and B’Cow

(Rabbit, Goat, and Cow)
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 B’Bouki cut and cut and cut the meat. He had double the meat on his pan than B’Rabby. B’Bouki

was so excited that he cut near the organs. B’Cow fell over dead. B’Bouki was trapped inside.

Some people who owned the cow, not knowing B’Bouki was inside, took the cow to be butchered.
As they cut, they did not see B’Bouki jump out and escape. As B’Bouki was covered in guts, he had
a plan. He yelled at the people, “Why did you throw all of this meat on me? Is that how you treat
me? You need to go to jail!”

The people trembled and replied, “We will give you half of the cow. Please do not have us go to
jail!”

B’Bouki insisted, “I will not have half of the cow. I will have all of the cow!”

The people, wishing to avoid jail, agreed.

B’Bouki carried the whole cow home. On his way, B’Rabby saw B’Bouki and wondered how he
could have gotten so much meat. B’Bouki told the whole story. B’Rabby said, “Ah, that’s the way to
do it!” B’Rabby, who usually was the smarter one, was impressed that his friend could even create
such a plan.

B’Rabby and B’Bouki had more adventures, but that is for another time.

E bo ban, my stor ‘s en’:
If you don’t believe my story ‘s true,
Hax my captain an’ my crew.

With research, the following opening and closing lines are common whenever a story is
shared. Tons of stories feature B'Rabby (Rabbit) and B'Bouki (Goat). You will find many
spellings from B'Rabby to B'Rabbi to B'Rabbie as well as for B'Bouki, B'Bookie, B'Booky. We
chose to use B'Bouki as it is Haitian Creole for male goat.


